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A nalyses of our published experimental data leading to angular-momentum distribution for 
siibbarrier fusion of 64Ni and looMo have been re-examined, especially in the low-í? region. 
Kew methods were developed for reducing the experimental data to t distributions. The 
rwised of the moments of & and of the cross sections for fusion are substantially unchanged 
from our published results. 

It has been known since about 1980 that fusion of 

heavy ions is greatly enhanced below the Coulomb bar- 

rier compared with normal barrier-penetration expecta- 

tions. Refererice 1 is a review that gives many examples 

of this phenornenon. The excitation function for fusion 

of 64Ni + ''OMO m e a s u ~ e d [ ~ > ~ ]  in collaboration witli a 

group a t  Washington University shows the effect clearly 

(Fig. 1). The barrier energy is about 142 MeV; the low- 

est point is a t  about 90% of the barrier energy. The dot- 

ted curve is the prediction of a one-dimensional-barrier- 

penetration cdculation of a type that reproduces the 

fusion of light projectiles very well. Severa1 theoretical 

approaches have been successful in explaining the en- 

hancement seen in much of the excitation-function data 

[reviewed in 4,  51, but it cannot be said that a full un- 

derstanding o '  the physics is in hand even after more 

than a decade of hard work. In fact, the reasonable 

success of sev~ral  rather different models shows that 

the underlying phenomena are not well understood. 

Other types of data might be helpful in distinguish- 

ing among thc many different theoretical approaches. 

An important tind of informationnot measured in most 

of the experiments is the dependence on e, the angular 

momentum of the fusing ~ ~ s t e m [ ~ ~ q .  We obtained such 

information or the cross sections, ue, as a function of 

t for the fusio? of 6 4 ~ i  and 1 0 0 ~ o  i2] using the Spin 

~ ~ e c t r o m e t e r [ ~ l .  This paper will first review the exper- 

*Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. un- 
der contract DEAC05-840R21400 with the U.S. Department 
of Energy. 

imental metliod and data from Ref. 2 and then present 

results from a more sophisticated analysis[gl of the same 

data. 
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Figure 1: Experimental excitation function for fusion of 
64Ni + '''MO (points) compared with a calculation (curve) 
for penetration of a one-dimensional barrier. The highest- 
energy point is from Ref. 3 while the others are from Ref. 
2 (as modified slightly in Ref. 9). 

11. Experimental Method 

The Spin Spectrometer is a segmented, closely- 

packed array of 72 scintillation detectors forming a 

nearly spherical shell, 17.8 cm thick, of Na1 (Te) sur- 

rounding the targeti8]. Two Na1 detectors were re- 
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moved to  allow the beam to enter and exit the shell; the 

beam was stopped in an externa1 Faraday cup. To iden- 

tify the various exit channels, six additional Na1 units 

were removed and replaced with Compton-suppressed 

Ge counters. Photopeaks due to characteristic y rays 

of the various residual nuclei seen in the Ge spectra 

were the basis for exit-channel identification and for 

the absolute cross sections. The photopeaks in the Ge 

spectra up to E,.,, = 141.7 MeV were significant for 

only four channels, those corresponding to 2n, 3n, 4n, 

and a2n evaporations. The fusion cross sections shown 

in Fig. 1 were obtained by summing the yields of these 

four channels and a supplement of about 10% for the 

many other channels individually too weak to be seen 

in the Ge spectra. At 145.8 MeV, peaks could also 

be seen for the p2n, p3n, and a3n channels, and in 

this case measured cross sections were used for these 

channelsi3]. The P distributions (shown later) are like- 

wise sums over the e distributions for the individual 

exit channels. The Z distributions were deduced from 

the number of Na1 detectors, k ,  triggered in each event 

in coincidence with the characteristic y-rays identified 

in the Ge spectrum. Again, a supplement was added 

for missed channels; these supplementary data were ob- 

tained from the statistical-model calculations to be de- 

scribed later. 

We chose to study 64Ni on loOMo in part because 

the compound nucleus, 164Yb, and the residual nuclei 

remaining after evaporation of a few neutrons, are good 

rotors. The final stage of deexcitation in such nuclei is 

a cascade consisting of as many as 20 stretched E2 y 

rays. These so-called "yrast" y rays each carry away 

two units of angular momentum but essentially no ther- 

mal energy. There will also be about four so-called "sta- 

tistical" y rays in each cascade; they carry off thermal 

energy but not much angular momentum. Thus, if one 

measures the number of y rays emitted (the y-ray mul- 

tiplicity, m), one can deduce the spin of the residual 

nucleus before the y-ray cascade occurred. This spin 

can in turn be related to the entrance-channel angular 

momentum, e, by adding back the angular momentnm 
removed by the evaporated particles. The estimates 

of angular momentum removal by particle evaporation 

and statistical y-ray emission are provided by the sta- 

tistical model. 

Figure 2: Experimental e distributions from Ref. 2 for 64Ni 
+ '''Mo (points) and a constant-Tf extrapolation on the 
low-e side. 
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There are some experimental complications that 

need to be considered. What we want is the number 

of y rays per event, m, but what we measure is k, the 

number of Na1 scintillators triggered per event. A sin- 

gle y ray cin be scattered from one detector to an- 

other, thereby triggering more than one detector. On 

the other hi.nd, it is possible that more than one y ray 

may be registered in one scintillator, which is experi- 

mentally indistinguishable from detection of a single y 

ray. Methotls have been developed for measuring['] or 

calculating[" the k - m response of the Spin Spec- 

trometer. A second complication is that Na1 is an effi- 

cient detectcir of neutrons, so we must devise some way 

to identify pulses due to neutrons in the Spin Spec- 

trometer and negate their effect on the measured k 

distribution. In Ref. 2 the neutrons were rejected by 

time of flight with reference to the zero time, to, of a 

given event; to was determined by an iterative average 

of the Na1 times[']. However, events with k < 3 do not 

provide a sufficiently good estimate of to; they were 

discarded in Ref. 2, causing a loss of data for those 

evaporation channels populating mainly low angular- 

momentum states. The points in Fig. 2 show the E 
distributions we deduced in Ref. 2 from the data with 

the k < 3 rej xtion. To compensate for the losses at the 

lowest l values, we assumed in Ref. 2 that the Lrans- 

mission coefficients, Te, below the peak of each dashed 

curve were ir dependent of l ;  then we extrapolated from 

tlie peak reg on down to E = O (full lines in Fig. 2). 

The f2 distributions (or their first and second mo- 

ments) were ~ o m ~ a r e d [ ~ ]  with predictions from a num- 

ber of theories. We found that at energies below the 

barrier, the itheories generally predicted much smaller 

moments than were obtained from the extrapolated 

curves. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the moments 

from Ref. 2 (open circles), as a function of bombard- 

ing energy, with the predictions of a coupled-channels 

calculation[lOl taking into account the known inelastic 

couplings of j4Ni and loOMo. (The full points in Fig. 

3 are from the new analyses discussed below.) The 

uncertainties in the low-! region and in the conversion 

from k to l Iiave been blamed[''] for the discrepancy 

with theory, but it is difficult to see how any reason- 

able alternative to the shape of ue at low E could make 

a significant reduction in < l >, and < E2 >. Nev- 

ertheless, it s8:emed important to us to re-examine the 

primary coincidence-fold data and the methods of con- 

version to the ut distributions. Section 111 deals with 

re-analyses of the primary k distributions while Sec. IV 
outlines two improved methods of converting from k to 

E distributions. 
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Figure 3: First and second moments of l distributions. Val- 
ues derived from experiment are shown by the full points, 
for the new analyses by the unfolding method, and by the 
open points, for the constant - Te extrapolations shown in 
Fig. 2. (For < C >, the two sets of results are almost in- 
distinguishable). Theoretical predictions are shown by the 
curves: the dashed curve is from one-dimensional barrier 
penetration while the full curve is from a coupled-channels 
calculation[2] having inelastic couplings taken from known 
data on 64Ni and loOMo. 

111. Re-Analysis of Exper imenta l  k Distr ibutions 

We have generated new k distributions at  the five 

64Ni beam energies of Ref. 2 by a scan of a11 the pri- 

mary data tapes without any "filtering," i.e., without 

k < 3 rejection and without any attempt to reject Na1 

pulses due to neutrons. The gate on Na1 times was wide 

enough to insure that no pulses due to prompt y rays 
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were excluded. Fig. 4a shows an example of the result- 

ing "raw" or "unfiltered" k distribution (dots) for the 

4n channel a t  E,.,. = 141.7 MeV in comparison with 

the result of a scan of the same data tapes with neutrons 

and k < 3 events filtered out as in Ref. 2 (open circles). 

Figs. 4b and 4c are a similar pair of distributions for 

the 3n channel a t  132.8 and 130.1 MeV. 

- -  

e raw data 

O 5 10 15 20 25  
k 

Figure 4: k distributions for the raw data (full points) and 
after rejection of late-arriving pulses and events with k < 3 
(open points). 

In each part of Fig. 4 the shape of the peak and the 

region above it are nearly the same, but the unfiltered 

data are moved upscale by one or two units of k due 

to the incliision of neutrons. In Fig. 5, the same data 

are replotted with the raw distribution shifted down to 

achieve the best match on the high side of the peak. 

The determination of the best-fit E shifts and the un- 

certainties were made by a least-squares procedure us- 

ing only the data for those values of E at the peak and 

above. Fig. 6 shows the k shifts obtained in this way 

for each channel at the five 64Ni bombarding energies. 

The shift in k depends on the Na1 neutron-detection 

efficiency, which is a function of the neutron energy for 

each exit channel and bombarding energy. Statistical- 

model estimates[12] of the average neutron energies were 

coupled with empirical determinations of the neutron 

efficiency of the Spin Spectrometer Na1 elements[13] 

and the energy dependence of the neutron efficiency 

of 3 x 3-inch Na1 cylinders[14]. The expected number of 

detected neutrons was found to be in reasonable quali- 

tative agreement with the measured k shifts for various 

exit channels and beam energies. 

A careful examination of Fig. 5 reveals that the 
upper side of the peak in the filtered distributions is 

slightly steeper than it is in the raw data. This is be- 

cause the detection of neutrons by the Spin Spectrom- 

eter does not result in a fixed contribution to k. The 

response to neutrons, like that to y rays, is a statistical 

effect with a well-defined mean, but a finite width. In 

fact, contributions to the response function due to sec- 

ondary and tertiary inelastic scatterings are more im- 

portant for neutrons than for y rays since (a) evapora- 

tion neutrons have a longer mean free path in Na& and 

(b) a scattered neutron is usually deflected to a larger 

angle than a scattered y ray. For a given exit channel, 

the result of adding the neutron and y-ray folds event 

by event is, in effect, the convolution of the y-ray fold 

distribution with the response of the Spin Spectrom- 

eter to the (fixed) number, x, of neutrons emitted in 

coincidence. This leads to a broadening of the Spin- 

Spectrometer response, especially on the high-k side. 

The determination of the best-fit k shifts allowed for 

the finite width of the neutron response and the conse- 

quent broadening. 

Fig. 5 shows that the data to which the k < 3 

and time-of-flight filtering was applied (open points) 

are deficient in counts at small k values. The unfiltered 

data from the new analysis (solid ~ o i n t s )  are therefore 

preferable at low k. On the other hand, the broadening 

seen at high k in the new analysis is an artifact due to 
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the acceptaxe of neutrons. I t  need not be tolerated 

because the time-of-flight neutron rejection works very 

well at  high k.  We have therefore constructed the final 

k distribution for each exit channel by smoothly joining 

the lower part of each shifted raw distribution with the 

upper part of the corresponding filtered distribution. 

The transfor mation and unfolding procedures described 

in the next jections were applied to  these composite k 
distributions. 
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Figure 5: Sarie as Fig. 4 except that the raw data have 
been shifted down to match the upper side of each peak as  

a way of eliminating pulses due to neutrons. 
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Figure 6: Fig. 6. Best-fit k shifts from data for a11 channels 
at a11 energies. 

IV. M e t h o d s  of convert ing k d i s t r ibu t ions  to C 
distr ibut ions 

A. Genera l  outline of m e t h o d s  

Our goal is to obtain the C distributions from the 

L distributions for each exit channel x, which we refer 

to  as the k, -, C ,  conversion, and then combine these, 

weighting each channel according to its measured cross 

section. Historically, this has been done in a two-step 

process k, -+ m, -, !, for each x. This is a rea- 

sonable partitioning of the problem, since the response 

of the Spin Spectrometer has been well characterized 

experimentally['], and elegant methods have been ap- 

plied to  the k, -, m, transformati~n['~I. In Refs. 8 and 
15, the authors speak of "unfolding" the 12 distribution 

to obtain the multiplicity distribution; i.e., solving the 

matrix equation 

for the vector M, .  In this equation, K, is a vec- 

tor whose components are proportional to  the yield 

at a given value of k, M, is the corresponding vector 

for the multiplicity distribution, and RM is the fold- 

to-multiplicity response matrix which (in a somewhat 

more general form) has been discussed in Ref. 15. The 

constants of proportionality are adjusted to  make the 

vectors sum to unity so that the components of K, and 

M ,  form discrete distributions. 

Generally, the m, -i 1, transformation has been 

treated. much more schematically. Based on a large 
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body of data on fusion reactions, a simple relation be- 

tween the mean angular momentum deposited in the 

compound system, < e >, and the mean number of 

rays emitted in the subsequent decay cascade, < m >, 
has been established empirically[6]: 

with a ranging from - 1.5 to 2 and b typically in the 

range 3 to 5. This relation can be understood in terms 

of the physics of compound-nucleus decay as outlined 

in Sec. 11. The constant a is interpreted as the average 

multipolarity of the stretched transitions, and b can be 

related to the average number of statistical y-ray tran- 

sitions (i.e., those that carry away energy of excitation, 

but little net angular momentum). In almost a11 previ- 

ous work, it has been assumed that a function (usually 

a linear relation) could be written down relating the 

variables e and m 

It is important to note that Eq. 2 is a relationship be- 

tween the moments of distributions, and not the func- 

tion relating variables specified in Eq. 3. This subtlety 

is widely ignored. 

Using statistical models, more detailed relations of 

the type of Eq. 2 can be constructed. The initial angu- 

lar momentum, e, is an input parameter to the model 

so that equations relating e and < m > (still the mo- 

ment of a distribution) can be constructed taking ex- 

plicitly into account the angular momentum carried off 

by particle evaporation and other effectsL2], and even 

the dependence of these processes on 1[16]. A simpler 

procedure is to relate the values of 1 and < m > from a 

statistical-model calculation by fitting them to an em- 

pirical polynomial. In this way we obtain a relationship 

and make the approximation that this can be used in 

place of the function relating m and e in Eq. 3. The 

subscript x is added to emphasize that we do this sepa- 

rately for each exit channel. We will refer to the method 

of using the relation f, in Eq. 4 to obtain the e distri- 

bution as the "transformation method" to distinguish 

it from the "unfolding method" described below. 

The replacement of the rather complex relationship 

between distributions in m and l by a one-to-one map- 

ping arrived a t  by relating e to < m >, can, in principle, 

lead to serious distortions of the resulting 1 distribution. 

It is actually unnecessary to make this approximation. 

Once the decision is made to base the relationship be- 

tween e and < m > on the statistical model, one might 

as well use the statistical model to provide the full 1 
to m response matrix, R=, of the nuclear cascade. We 

then have the problem of solving 

which is analogous to that already solved in Eq. 2. 

The "unfolding method" is simply the solution of this 

matrix equation for L,, a vector (defined at integer 

1 values) whose components are proportional to the e 
distribution. 

There is, of course, no reason to carry out the con- 

version of k distributions to t distributions in two steps, 

unless the rn distributions themselves are of interest. 

Provided a relation equivalent to Eq. 4 relating e and 

< k > can be obtained or an overall response ma- 

trix equivalent to the product of the Spin Spectrom- 

eter and decay-cascade response, R, = R $ R ~ ,  can be 

constructed, either the transformation method or the 

unfolding method can be applied in a single step to 

produce e distributions from k distributions. In the un- 

folding method, this is accomplished by solving for L, 

in the equation 

K, = R,L, . (6) 

Application of the unfolding method requires some 

care. The obvious approach of inverting R, and multi- 

plying Eq. 6 by the inverse Ri1 is unstable. Statistical 

fluctuations in the response matrix can be amplified 

in the inverse matrix, leading to large and unphysical 

fluctuations in the result. We have chosen to solve Eq. 

6 by the iterative improvement method[1711", using the 

result of the transformation method as the first approx- 

imation to L,. The particular iterative improvement al- 

gorithm employed was taken from ~astinel[l'I, and has 

been used for purposes similar to ours by ~mrensen[l~I. 

We should add that both R, and K, are subject to 

statistical uncertainties; the solution for L, is therefore 

not unique, but the method ensures that the operation 

of R, on the solution L, produces a vector consistent 
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with K,. Tke transformation method does not provide 

this consiste:icy. 

B. Constru ction of responses 

Having cliosen to  convert experimental data to the 

entrance-channel angular- momentum distribution in a 

single step, h, -+ L, , we need to  know how the nuclear 

decay cascade, together with the instrumental response 

of the Spin Spectrometer, converts entrance-channel an- 

gular momeritum into y-ray fold. The m to k response 

- i.e., the Spin Spectrometer response - has been deter- 

mined exper mentally[81. We have found that this re- 

sponse can be reproduced extremely well with a Monte 

Carlo code containing an accurate representation of the 

Spin Spectrometer geometry. This code is based on the 

GEANT pac kage[lg] . Our responses were, thus, gener- 

ated by a si nulation consisting of a statistical-model 

code (see next paragraph), which predicts the 7-ray 

cascade resu ting from the decay of a compound nu- 

cleus a t  specific L and excitation energy, and a detector 

response code which converted the y-ray cascade into 

detector hits and hence y-ray fold. 

The L to m "response" has usually been obtained 

with the aid of statistical-model codes. This is also 

our approach. The statistical-model calculations were 

made with the code EVAP[~~]  which is derived from 

the code P A C E ~ S [ ~ ~ ] ,  for the decay of 164Yb at each 

of the excitafion energies relevant to the present anal- 

ysis. The missed transitions resulting from known iso- 

mers in 161y3 (3n channel) and interna1 conversion in 

a11 channels were also included explicitly in the calcu- 

lation. These calculations are described in Ref. 9 and 

will not be detailed here. The effects of varying the 

level-density parameter between A17.5 and A110 were 

negligible compared to statistical uncertainties. The 

experimental channel-selection criteria can have a sig- 

nificant effect on the e to E response; they were there- 

fore included in the simulation. For example, in con- 

structing responses for the 3n channel (161Yb), it was 

required that the yrast 17/2+ to 13/2+ y-ray transition 

appeared. 

The funct onal relationship of the form 

required for tlie transformation method can also be ob- 

tained from these calculations. For each channel x, the 

mean fold < k > was calculated for each !. The result- 

ing set of pairs 1, < k > were fit to a cubic polynomial 

and the transformation of k, to !, was then carried out. 

We emphasize again, that in order to apply the trans- 

formation method using an equation of the type of Eq. 

7, we isre in effect assuming that the relation between 

e and < k > can be treated as if i t  were a functional 

relationship between the variables 1 and k. There is no 

justification for this assumption. The consequences of 

applyiing the transformation method to obtain the l, 
distributions - and hence assuming a one-to-one rela- 

tionship between k and !, when in fact the true rela- 

tionship is one of broad distributions - are discussed in 

Sec. VB. 

We should mention for completeness that the trans- 

formation method of Ref. 16 was equivalent to the 

presenl, one although it differed in detail. The k to 

m response in Ref. 16 was the same as in Ref. 8, which 

is well reproduced[g] by the GEANT simulation. The rn 

to 1 transformation of Ref. 16 was based on statistical- 

model estimates of the angular momentum removed by 

evaporated neutrons and statistical y rays as a function 

of l foir each exit channel; the present transformation 

used similar information (with better statistical accu- 

racy). The results of the present transformations and 

those ad Ref. 16 are practically indistinguishable. 

C .  Determination of ue 

Given the response matrix R, or the relationship 

1 = f,~(k), estimates of the 1 distributions normalized 

to unity, P:, were obtained for each channel separately, 

using (1) the unfolding method or (2) the transforma- 

tion method. The partial-wave distributions for each 

excitati on energy, ue, were then formed by summing 

over the observed channel 

where the o, is the updated experimental cross section 

for exit channel x from Ref. 9. The factor C(1) ac- 

counts for the fact that the statistical model predicts a 

nurnber of weak channels which were not included in the 
experimental analysis [(pn), (p2n), (an),  etc.]. For each 

excitation energy the numerical values of C(!) a t  each 

value of! is the ratio of the total number of cascades ini- 

tiated for that value of! divided by the number which 
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Ied to  one of the observed channels. This method of 

correcting for unobserved channels is adequate so long 

as C(!) is not much larger than unity. 

While C(!) corrects for unobserved channels, G(!) 
corrects for missing yield in observed channels due to  

the experimental method used for channel identifica- 

tion. Ideally, channels would be identified by deter- 

mining the number of residual nuclei produced in their 

ground states. In our experiment, the channel identi- 

fication is based on characteristic y-ray transitions be- 

tween states in the nucleus. Cascades which bypass the 

initial state of the identifying transition will be missed. 

If these missed cascades do not result equally from a11 ! 

values, there will be a bias in the shape of the ue. G(t) 

is calculated from the statistical-model data by taking, 

as a function of !, the ratio of the total number of events 

populating channel x to  the number of those populat- 

ing channel x which also involved emission of the gating 

transition. This correction was significant only for the 

3n channel (though it  should be noted that it is applied 

after the individual channels are combined). Fig. 7 
shows examples of .e distributions before (dotted lines) 

and after (full lines) correction for the C(!) G(!) factor 

of Eq. 8. The combined effect of these two corrections 

on the extracted cross sections range from 9% to 12% 

for the five 64Ni + loOMo energies investigated here. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
e 

Figure 7: Examples of unfolded L distributions with (full 
lines) and without (dotted lines) both the corrections of 
Eq. 8: C(L) for weak channels not seen experimentally and 
G(L) for yield missed because the decay cascade bypasses 
the triggering transition. 
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Figure 8: L distributions from the unfolding method (heavy 

lines) compared with the extrapolated L distributions of Fig. 

2 (light lines). 

V. Resul t s  f o r  ! dis t r ibu t ions  

The two methods of converting k to l give nearly the 

same results for 6 4 ~ i  + 100Mo, despite our warning of 

inaccuracy in principle for the transformation method; 

these results are given in Secs. A and B below. In the 

case of 160 + 14?3m, the two methods actually do give 

different results (not shown here). This occurs because 

the ! distributions are narrower and vary significantly 

over a range of t values comparable to  the width of the 

response function, unlike the "Ni + loOMo case. 

A. ! distr ibut ions f r o m  the t ransformat ion  

m e t h o d  
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Table I - Moments of < t > distributions for 6 4 ~ i  + "'MO, as deduced from the primary experimental data in 
various appi~oximations. 

Transformation method Unfolding method 
8c.m. From Ref. 2 L dependence included 
(MeV) < t2 > b  < t > < e2 > < e  > < e2 > 
141.7 28.3 947 29.0 f 0.4 1018 f 16 28.5 f 0.3 963 f 16 

a - Uncertaiiity 5 5%. 
- Uncertainty 5 10%. 

The composite k distributions described at  the end 

of Sec. I11 wcre converted to L distributions for each exit 

channel x b j  means of the k + L response represented 

by a cubic, as explained in Sec. IVB. The L distributions 

for each beain energy were then summed with weights 

based on the experimental channel cross sections given 

in Ref. 9. 
The first and second moments of L for these distri- 

butions are listed in columns 4 and 5 of Table I. For 

comparison, rolumns 2 and 3 repeat the original values 

published in Ref. 2. There is a small increase in < L > 
and < L2 >, for the present distributions, as already 

noted in Ref. 16 for a nearly equivalent transformation 

method. 

B. t distr ibut ions f rom t h e  unfolding m e t h o d  

The heavy curves in Fig. 8 show the weighted sum 

of the individual distributions obtained by unfolding 

the k distribi.tion for each exit channel. The five parts 

of Fig. 8 corr-spond to the five bombarding energies of 

Ref. 2. The weighting was based on the experimental 

values of the channel cross sect i~ns[~].  These curves are 

the final a dis tributions including both of the correction 

factors, C([) and G(L), of Eq. 8. For comparison, the 

extrapolated r! distrib~tions[~] are shown by the light 

curves. The :lew unfolding results (heavy curves) are 

broader and extend to higher t values. 

Columns (i and 7 of Table I compare the first and 

second moments of t for the unfolding method with 

those from the transformation method (cols. 4 and 

5). The unfolding results are also plotted in Fig. 3 
(full points). These results are based on the same re- 

sponse functions; the small differences between them 

are a measure of the accuracy of the approximation 

inhereint in the transformation method for the 64Ni + 
l o O ~ o  systems. It is interesting that the values of < 1 > 
from tlhe unfolding method are very close to those from 

the transformation method used in Ref. 2, based on the 

intuitive constant-Te extrapolations at  the low L val- 

ues. This can also be seen in Fig. 3, where the results 

of the extrapolations can hardly be distinguished from 

the new results, at least for the first moment. The sec- 

ond moments of the new analyses are larger than those 

of Ref. 2 since the 1 distributions extend to higher L 

valiies (as is clear from Fig. 8). 

VI. Comparisons of < L > wi th  theo ry  

In Ref. 2, the only theoretical calculations that 

came close to the experimental < ! > well below the 
barrier were those which depend significantly on em- 

pirical adjustments. For example, the radius of the 

imaginary potential for fusion in Ref. 21 is meant to 

be varied to fit the data. In our case a reasonable fit 

was ~bí;ained[~I with the rather large radius parameter 

r 0  = 1.44 fm, which corresponds to fusion occurring at 

unconventionally large distances (under the barrier or 

even outside of it). 

A number of reasonably successful attempts to fit 

our results for < L > have been submitted for publi- 

cation very recently. Among these are a calculation of 

one- dirnensional barrier penetration[22] for an energy- 

dependent barrier[23], a coupled- channels calculation 

in the rotating frame approximation~24], and a multi- 

dimensional model of the fusion process that takes into 

account the deformations of the ions during subbarrier 

t ~ n n e l i n g [ ~ ~ ] .  It should be mentioned that in the first 
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case, the input to generate the energy-dependent bar- 

rier was taken from the experimental C distributions of 

Ref. 2, so the success in reproducing the C distributions 

is probably to be expected. Coupled-channels calcula- 

tions are also presented in Ref. 22; by adding addi- 

tional couplings in an empirical fashion, the moments 

of e can be reproduced better than in Fig. 3 although 

the lowest-energy point is still underpredicted. In Ref. 

24, inclusion of two- phonon excitations in addition to  

one-phonon excitations improves the agreement with 

experiment substantially. 

0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 

E~.".'"B 

Figure 9: Ratio of experimental < e > to the coupled- 
channels result for a variety of experiments, plotted as a 
function of c.m. bombarding energy divided by the barrier 
energy. 

h 
L, 

Vandenbos~h[~I presented a summary plot of a11 the 

experimental information available through 1991 on an- 

gular momentum distributions; this is reproduced here 

as Fig. 9. Four different experimental methods were 

used to determine < C >. The ordinate is the ratio of 

the measured < ! > to that predicted by a coupled- 

channels calculation. The abscissa is the c.m. energy 

divided by an estimate of the barrier. The agreement of 

the coupled-channels theory with experiment is gener- 

aily satisfactory above the barrier, but below the barrier 

the theory tends to underpredict < e > for the reactions 

with the largest values of ZiZ2. Vandenbosch points 
out that such systems have the largest density overlap 

a t  the internuclear separation corresponding to the top 

of the barrier. They might thus be more subject to 

redistribution of mass during the collision, with conse- 

I I I I I I -* 
I2c + I 2 ' ~ e  Isoma Rotio v s 4 ~ i  + "OMO My 

0 ?f+I=~b h$ . Ia0 +152SmMy 

- ~ ~ b i t l ~ ~ r n ~ ~  o "0 + w ~ r n ~ y  - 
O "0 + 2 0 B ~ b  íission + ''se M 
+ i t 6 0 + 2 3 2 ~ h  w 

quent changes in the reduced mass of the entrance chan- 

nel which are not explicitly considered in the coupled- 

channels calculations. Mass redistribution during fu- 

sion leading to neck formation has been considered in 
severa1 theoretical papers[26-30]. The calculations are 

very difficult; even if the projectile and target are identi- 

cal, simplified parameterizations of the di-nuclear shape 

are required for the calculations to be tractable. En- 
hancements of uf,, are predicted by a11 the calculations. 

In the two papers that show ! d i s t r i b u t i o n ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ,  it is 

clear that large e values are more important than in 

the case of one-dimensional barrier penetration. It is 
encouraging that such calculations seem to be going in 

the right direction for better agreement with experi- 

ment . 

i?o-b19~ +20spb tt 
+ 2 8 ~ i  + s s ~ n  a ( x N )  

aotio - 
o>, a '% +'"'MO M~ 
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